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Predictive modeling using machine learning comes with a trick to generalize new cases and not 
merely memorizing past cases. In order to achieve that, the ML algorithm must look through 
multiple rows of data, and different features which have significant correlations with target variable.
In designing predictive modeling the key is to find a way to identify price trends without the 
uncertainty and bias of the our mental model.

A successful approach could be classification where we we can formulate our objective is to predict 
next period’s return. We can predict compared to current period, If next period’s return > 0, then 1, 
if next periods return <= 0, then -1.

We picked up crypto currency data. The can predict motivation here is that, despite its high 
volatility, the price of BTC has been an area where significant efforts for price forecast are going 
on. Here we loading Bitcoin daily data into pandas data frame.
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Visualization
Daily candlestick shows the open, high, low, and close price for the day. This real body represents 
the price range between the open and close of that day’s trading. When the real body is filled in red 
or green, it means the close was lower than the open. Here, we have taken last 30 days data to have 
a clear visualization.



Statistics

Observations
BTC closing price was not over $4342 for almost half of the time (we can see that from mean value 
of close price). Blue dashed line represents the median/mean line.



Feature creation:

Target variable:



Visualize target distribution:



Train/Test split:

Model fitting and testing:

# prepare configuration for cross validation test harness
seed = 42
# prepare models
models = []
models.append(('XGB', XGBClassifier()))
models.append(('LR', LogisticRegression(solver='lbfgs')))
models.append(('KNN', KNeighborsClassifier()))
models.append(('LDA', LinearDiscriminantAnalysis()))
models.append(('RF', RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=1000, 
criterion='gini')))
models.append(('QDA', QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis()))
models.append(('LSVC', LinearSVC()))
models.append(('RSVM', SVC(C=1000000.0, gamma=0.0001, kernel='rbf')))# evaluate 
each model in turn
results = []
names = []
scoring = 'accuracy'
for name, model in models:
    kf = model_selection.KFold(n_splits=5, random_state=seed)
    cv_results = model_selection.cross_val_score(model, xTrain, yTrain, cv=kf, 
scoring = scoring) 
    results.append(cv_results)
    names.append(name)
    msg = "%s: %f (%f)" % (name, cv_results.mean(), cv_results.std())
    print(msg); print()# iterate over the models
for i in models:
    i[1].fit(xTrain, yTrain)
    pred = i[1].predict(xTest)



    print("%s:\n%0.3f" % (i[0], i[1].score(xTest, yTest)))
    print("%s\n" % confusion_matrix(pred, yTest))

Accuracy of over 50% in test sample suggests that the classification model is effective for our use 
case.



Here, we see that though RandomForest is not the highest in-terms of accuracy score, but has 
generated reasonably good amount of signals.

Computing Strategy Returns
With the predicted values of the price movement, we can compute the returns of the strategy.



We can observe from above plot that, RandomForest classifier model with 2 lags and 3 hand 
engineered features yielded positive returns. However, it could not outperform the BitCoin simple 
return which has been highly volatile and price has gone upwards from around $4000 in last April 
to around $30,000 currently.



However, we have to remember that, RandomForest could be prone to overfitting and we have to be
careful about selecting the right hyperparameters to get robust model. Moreover, RandomForest can
capture non-linear relationships, so we can select more features for experimentation.

Key takeaways:
We have shown a simplified version of how to predict and compute if the strategy taken is effective 
and can beat market standard. However, there are enough rooms for improvements. Efficient 
Market Hypothesis (EMH) suggest that stock price also depends on new information significantly; 
therefore, information about people’s opinion can be collected from social media and can be added 
as a predictor, Moreover, the same model can be tested with hourly or minute frequency to check 
the effectiveness.

I can be reached here.

Note: The programs described here are experimental and should be used with caution for any 
commercial purpose. All such use at your own risk.
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